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BY THIERRY FALISSARD 

PEOPLE generally think that modern encryption is
a very complex matter that involves an

in-depth knowledge of math. Too often, even for the curious-
minded, any cryptographic product is treated as a “black
box,” because algorithms are deemed cryptic (pardon the
pun) — the common opinion being that you have to master
advanced mathematics in order to understand how they work.

I wanted to debunk that opinion by implementing one of
the most famous algorithms, RSA, in one of the most
dinosaur-like, although very powerful, programming lan-
guage: REXX. Although it is a “demonstration application,”
it will not use “demo numbers,” but perfectly plausible
numbers similar to those you would find in real life.

This article assumes that you have some knowledge about
public-key cryptography, also known as asymmetric-key
cryptography. If not, the RSA Laboratories’ Frequently
Asked Questions About Today’s Cryptography1 provides an
excellent FAQ. In public-key (or asymmetric-key) cryptog-
raphy, there are two keys — a public key known to all and a
private key known only to the key owner. This approach
eliminates any key distribution problems, since the public
key does not need to be hidden. You do not have to share a
permanent secret with your partners (whom you may not
even know); this is why the Internet and the IP world use
public-key protocols extensively.

The most commonly used implementation of public-key
encryption is the RSA public-key algorithm, patented by
RSA Security Inc. The patent expired in September 2000, so
programming it is a non-issue. Another important public-key
system is ElGamal (or Diffie-Hellman). Although that algo-
rithm will not be described here, prior to the expiration of the
RSA patent, it was favored in freeware products and even in
some standards (such as DSS, the digital signature standard).

Many technologies use RSA, including Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL), Virtual Private Network (VPN), Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), etc., because in practice RSA may be
used for privacy as well as for authentication or digital sig-
natures. When you click on the padlock displayed by your
browser during an SSL session, you will be able to view
the certificate details; more often than not, you will real-
ize that RSA is the algorithm used for encryption and for
digital signatures.

You do not need a Ph.D. in math to understand the logic
behind the REXX exec. Rather, you will only need to know
the following prerequisites:

● the notion of prime number
● the modulo operation

Prime numbers are essential in public-key cryptography
because of their special properties. The Prime Pages2 provide
a good reference.

The modulo operation, sometimes called “remainder” or
“rest,” gives the remainder from a division. In REXX, you
can use the arithmetic operator // (remainder) to divide and
return the remainder. The divisor is often called the modulus.

Modular multiplications or exponentiations are integer
operations whereby you are interested not in the result of the
multiplication (x = a*b) or the exponentiation (x = a**b), but
in its remainder under a modulus (x = a*b // m, or x = a**b
// m in REXX terms). Public-key cryptography makes heavy
use of modular exponentiation. The problem is that the divi-
dend may be a very large number: Even the REXX “numeric
digits” instruction, which controls the precision to which
arithmetic operations are evaluated (I invoke it in my exec),
would be of no help here. With RSA, we are talking about
taking very large numbers to very large powers, so for these
numbers the REXX // operator will not be effective.

RSA Encryption Explained to
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By showing how the REXX language can be used to implement the RSA encryption algorithm,
the author demonstrates how versatile REXX is, as well as how easy it is to program RSA in

a high-level language.

1RSA Laboratories’ Frequently Asked Questions About Today’s Cryptography,
www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/faq/
2The Prime Pages, www.utm.edu/research/primes/
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However, using specific algorithms,
exponentiation under a modulus is easier
than exponentiation followed by a modulo
operation. Because Fermat and Euler,
whose theorems are the cornerstone of
RSA, are not necessarily the best dinosaurs’
friends, let’s assume without demonstration
all the theorems that make our calculations
much easier. The algorithms have been
implemented in the REXX exec using the
Handbook of Applied Cryptography3 that is
available on the Web for free; I devised the
“invmult” and “expmod” functions of the
exec from this book.

The REXX exec is available for down-
load from NaSPA’s Web site. To access file
FALI0702.TXT, go to www.naspa.com and
click on “Technical Support” and then
“Coding Examples from Articles.” This
program is 200 lines long and has been
written to run on OS/390 as well as on the
PC, where some excellent REXX inter-
preters exist (I recommend Regina REXX4).
The REXX exec consists of three steps:

1. preparing the public key and the
private key

2. encrypting some text
3. decrypting the encrypted text

Preparing the Public Key and the
Private Key

This is the most complex step, and can be
subdivided into the following three sub-steps:

● Sub-step 1 — Generating two large
primes, p and q: I deliberately
overlooked this step. Normally, you
should randomly generate sufficiently
large prime numbers (some algorithms
are described in the Handbook of
Applied Cryptography3). The process
could have been easily programmed in
REXX, but the calculations themselves
would have been rather lengthy.
Therefore, I used a free PC program,
Proth5, to pick two prime numbers each
about 512-bit long. I chose p = 5497 x
2516 + 1 and q = 7815 x (2472) - 1.

In real life, p and q are secret
numbers that you should delete once
the public-private key pair is created.
However, they are often kept as part of
the private key for technical reasons

(i.e., using them can make the
decryption process much faster).

● Sub-step 2 — Choosing a public key:
The number n = p x q will be the RSA
modulus. It is part of the public key.
The strength of RSA is built upon the
fact that it is extremely hard to retrieve
p and q knowing only n. In my example,
n is a 1024-bit number: This is the size
that is recommended today, although
this may change in the future; 512-bit
was once considered very strong,
before the “RSA factoring challenge”
proved in 1999 that longer key lengths
were necessary to provide reliable
security. Note that a 1024-bit length is
not just a two-fold improvement over a
512-bit length, but a 2512-fold
improvement! Adding one bit to
the key makes it twice as strong.

Another part of the public key is
the exponent, e, used for encryption.
Small prime numbers such as 3, 17,
or 65537 are good candidates; this is
only a question of taste. I picked 17.
So far, the output of the exec is as
shown in Figure 1.

● Sub-step 3 — Deriving the private
key: The private key is the number d

that verifies: e x d = 1 modulo (p-1)(q-1).
The owner of the key pair uses this for
decrypting any message he receives.
The output of the exec is shown in
Figure 2. Once the three sub-steps
are completed, the RSA public key
(n, e) and private key (p, q, d,) are
ready for use; the former is used
for encryption and the latter
for decryption.

Although not that complex, the RSA
key generation is usually a lengthy
process, because finding large primes is
computer-intensive. This is why it is
often done in hardware: For example,
IBM exclusively uses its PCI
Cryptographic Coprocessor (PCICC)
for the RSA Key Generate operation
(the PCICC is an optional feature that
coexists with and augments the CMOS
Cryptographic Coprocessor that now
comes built-in with all mainframes that
IBM delivers).

When the keys are calculated (and
this is done once and for all), you store
them securely. The public key may be
transmitted to your partners. Note that
different formats exist. For example, a
certificate is nothing but a public key
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Here is the text (in hex) after encryption:

80DC26BE4814AB52EC8503193BA84A4315C7142A762EC528DA396800D94E767259A329652C5CAE61E859EF
6F6410A4A74DB8ADDE099F0EC4D3CBF93E2C4E75C8875C741136426FF0829C4DD5D4CD7064858B0414B452
449F3F2BDF0D80CA9B8ED3C4F6512DF2EA0DFF71CD56AAAEBED1F1D14B68E0968E34642C11E0988F3767

After encryption, the text is about the same size as the modulus n, which is 1024 bits. 

FIGURE 3: ENCRYPT THE TEXT USING THE RSA PUBLIC KEY

Preparing the public key and the private key

Doing RSA with a 1024 -bit modulus (or so...)
The public modulus is n = 

11507749297272063271331510961486579020001742545830665511631120585068317793645985
68941801157036357830814388414289304402497157248990526170801905463617946314273330
03102919556581829362823680293689274651918245230349806171595834563098857478429514
133695673505952159752423978157251716146036836981926018086517539340287
The public exponent for encryption is e = 17

FIGURE 1: COMPUTE THE TWO NUMBERS (N,E) THAT MAKE UP THE RSA PUBLIC KEY

The secret exponent for decryption is the reciprocal of e modulo (p-1)(q-1).
Computing the reciprocal of 17 - 13:51:41
Reciprocal calculated - 13:51:49 - 8 sec elapsed - 5.51 CPU sec.
It is d =  

880004358026687191337115544113679572117780312328227362654144515328753713631751
846837847943616038341211002905044762190144884955110402365907339472178420516699
722391573457079764971987792258659862513328925590664883361569285867304914548147
16911970157199286818726097397033699658434527778500649965620110351611785457
e * d modulo (p-1)*(q-1) must be equal to 1

FIGURE 2:  COMPUTE THE NUMBER (D) THAT MAKES UP THE RSA PRIVATE KEY

3Handbook of Applied Cryptography, CRC Press 1996, Alfred
J. Menezes, Paul C. van Oorschot and Scott A. Vanstone,
http://cacr.math.uwaterloo.ca/hac/
4Regina REXX, http://regina-rexx.sourceforge.net
5A Windows program for finding very large primes: Proth.exe,
by Yves Gallot, www.utm.edu/research/primes/programs/gallot/
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that some certification authority signed
to attest it is yours6.

Encrypting Some Text
The text to encrypt is viewed as a large

number (in practice, the standards enforce
some padding of the text to make it a desir-
able length). The encrypted text is simply
(text)**e modulo n. The computation is rel-
atively fast, because the exponent e is a
small number. The exec displays the progress
of the encryption process:

Now is the time for all good men To come
to the aid of their country...

To encrypt it, we compute text ** e (mod-
ulo n). This is done very quickly when
e is a small number (i.e., here e= 17). 

Beginning modular exponentiation... -
13:52:50

Ending modular exponentiation - 13:52:50
- 0 sec elapsed - 0.08 CPU sec.

Figure 3 shows the text (in hex) after
encryption; the text in hex is about the same
size as the modulus n — that is 1024 bits.

At this stage, we can understand one
limitation of public-key protocols: The
enciphered text is larger than the text in the
clear. With symmetric algorithms, you
always manage to keep the same size for the
text you encrypt. If IBM used RSA to
encrypt RACF passwords instead of DES
(this would not make passwords any safer,
but this is conceivable), the RACF database
would have to be significantly enlarged!

Decrypting the Encrypted Text
To decrypt the encrypted text, c, you need

to use the private key, d, to compute c**d
modulo n. This computation is much slower
than the previous one, because this time the
exponent, d, is a large number. Some tech-
niques (through a specific theorem of the
Number Theory, the “Chinese Remainder

Theorem,” not used here) can make decryp-
tion faster, although not as fast as encryption.

Decrypting the Encrypted Text
Now decrypt the encrypted text by comput-

ing encrypted_text ** d (modulo n)
(this may be lengthy because d is usu-
ally a big number). This requires about
26 CPU seconds in non-compiled mode: 

Beginning modular exponentiation... -
13:53:08

Ending modular exponentiation - 13:53:56
- 48 sec elapsed - 28.29 CPU sec.

Now is the time for all good men To come
to the aid of their country...

Note that the decrypted text matches the
text in the clear. 

Here we encounter another limitation of
public-key protocols: the CPU time
required for encryption or decryption
operations. Symmetric algorithms are
extremely fast, in hardware as well as in
software, and 15 instructions to encrypt
one byte is a common rate with the fastest
algorithms. RSA is 100 to 1,000 times
slower, which inhibits its use to encrypt a
whole file or a long message.

For this reason, symmetric and asym-
metric algorithms are used in tandem: The
keys for symmetric encryption are
exchanged using public-key cryptography,
and the actual message is exchanged using
the symmetric keys.

In our so wrongly called “dinosaur”
mainframe world, the RSA decryption can
use the crypto hardware and make protocols
like SSL — so far the main user of RSA —
very fast: IBM has set new records with the
capability to process thousands of SSL
handshakes per second.
SOME TRICKS IN THE REXX EXEC

REXX is a multi-platform language, but
some REXX functions work only on one
specific platform. You can use TIME(‘E’)

to set a timer and measure elapsed time.
SYSVAR(SYSCPU) can measure CPU
time, but it works only on OS/390; to avoid
problems on a PC, I had to redefine the
sysvar function so that it returns elapsed
time when CPU time is not available.

Note also that using the REXX compil-
er on OS/390 will make the exec much
faster because it is able to optimize integer
operations.

However, be aware that the REXX exec
has only an educational purpose. It does not
solve the main (and hardest) problem: the
security of the keys. Read/write protection
for the private key and write protection for
the public key have to be ascertained
beyond any doubt.

CONCLUSION

I hope that by now RSA encryption is
less mysterious for you. The principle at
work is not too hard to understand when
expressed in a high-level language like
REXX. However, implementing it in an
efficient way is more difficult. Fortunately,
the mainframe environment today is rich in
products that offer all sorts of cryptographic
facilities that make S/390 synonymous
with security.  

NaSPA member Thierry Falissard has pub-
lished more than 50 articles related to
OS/390 and security. His personal Web site
dedicated to mainframes and security is
http://os390-mvs.hypermart.net.
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6The First Step into Mainframe Cryptography: TN3270E with
SSL (in Technical Support, March 2001),
www.naspa.com/PDF/2001/0301%20PDF/T0103003.pdf.


